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Lower Cape Youth Lacrosse Mission Statement

Mission Statement
It is the mission of LCYL to provide fun, responsible, and technically sound lacrosse
coaching for the children of the Lower Cape. Our goal is to grow the game and prepare the
players for future success, athletically and in general.
All players play in every game, unless there is a disciplinary or health issue.
Coaches must communicate effectively with players, parents, and directors about issues that
arise during the season.
Coaches are expected to run an organized practice, during which they (among
other things) will have a written practice plan. Coaches will make every effort to keep the
players moving and not standing and listening.
Coaches are responsible for distributing uniforms to the players.
Coaches will have a general knowledge of the game. Coaches will be US Lacrosse
certified (at least one per team). Coaches will treat all players fairly.
Coaches will uphold the standards of civility and collegiality which come with our
involvement with US Lacrosse. There are no standings kept. We try to hold the line against
the “win-at-all-costs” mentality of so many youth sports.
The safety and well-being of our players is of the utmost importance to our program.
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U9/ 8U/ K-2
US Lacrosse Athlete Development Model: Stage 2 Fundamental
Fundamentals (6 to 9 years old): Allows children to develop their movement ABCsagility, balance, coordination and speed—and learn the basics of the game while
emphasizing fun, cooperation, and maximum touches with the ball. Kids sample lots of
physical activities and sports.

This is our “In-House” program, we play small side games of 3v3 or 4v4. Small sized goals are
used with no goalies. At this level it is all about having fun and learning the basic individual
skills.
Skills to be introduced:
-FUN
-Safe Play
-Passing
-Catching
-Shooting
-Ground Balls
-Cradling
-On-Ball Defense
-Basic field awareness
No defense far away from the goal.
Fun/Fun/Fun! These kids should fall in love with the sport.
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Developmental Considerations
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U11/10U/Grade 3/4
US Lacrosse Athlete Development Model: Stage 3 Foundation
Foundations (8 to 12 years old): This is the “golden age” of learning and sport skill
development. Children become less self-centered and are able reflect on their actions and
learn from their mistakes. This is the optimal time to learn and build a large repertoire of
lacrosse-specific skills and learn the basic principles of play in a fun, challenging
environment. Players sample many physical activities and sports in addition to lacrosse.

At this level players are introduced to lacrosse that looks and plays more like the High
School/College game. We play 8v8 on a shrunk down version of the lacrosse field (90 yards by
40 yards), there is a mid-field line. There is 1 goalie, 2 defensemen, 3 mid-fielders and 2
attackmen, players are introduced to positional lacrosse with defensemen staying on their half
of the field and attackmen staying on their half of the field.

Skills to be reinforced:
-FUN
-Safe Play
-Passing
-Catching

-Shooting
-Ground Balls
-Cradling
-On-Ball Defense

Skills to be introduced:
-Positional field awareness
-Team Defense Fundamentals
-Goaltending
Protecting the (Heart, Hole, Paint)
-Offensive Fundamentals
Off-Ball defense
Basic formation (open set, 2-1-2)
Basic Ride
Off-ball Movement
Communication (I’ve got Ball, I’ve got 2)
Basic Clearing
Communication (one more pass, here is your help)
This is still a developmental level and should emphasize skill develop and fun.
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Developmental Considerations
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U13/12U/Grade 5/6
US Lacrosse Athlete Development Model: Stage 4 Emerging Competition
Emerging Competition (11 to 14 years old): This is the stage in which we make or break
the athlete; when children choose to continue participation in the sport. This is the time
for developing strong technical skills and is the dawning of tactical awareness. Players are
also introduced to concepts like mental preparation, goal setting, and coping with winning
and losing. Players learn advanced technical skills and position-specific techniques. The
major focus is on applying skills, strategies and tactics from practice to competitive
situations. Athletes participate in several sports throughout the year or a variety of
physical activities.

At this level players are introduced to lacrosse that looks and plays like the High
School/College game. We play 10v10 on a regulation 110 yard by 60 yard field. There is 1
goalie, 3 defensemen, 3 mid-fielders and 3 attackmen, players are introduced to more
advanced positional lacrosse. Players are also introduced to man-up/man-down situations.

Skills to be reinforced:
-FUN
-Safe Play
-Passing
-Catching
-Shooting
-Ground Balls
-Cradling
-On-Ball Defense
-Positional field awareness
Skills to be introduced:
-Offensive Team Skills
Formation (2-3-1, 1-3-2)
2 man game (Pick and Roll)
Substitution Game
Man-up Basics

-Offensive Fundamentals
Off-ball Movement
Clearing Game
Communication
-Team Defense Fundamentals
Protecting the (Heart, Hole, Paint)
Off-Ball defense
Riding Game
Communication

-Team Defense Fundamentals
Basic Slide Package (Crease Slide)
Man-Down Basics
Communication (I’m first slide, I’m second)

Use of long stick for defense
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Developmental Considerations
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U15/14U/Grade 7/8
US Lacrosse Athlete Development Model: Stage 4/5
Competitive (15 to 18 years hold): Players are now fine tuning their lacrosse skills under a
variety of competitive conditions in a game format that mirrors adult play. Along with
continued refinement of advanced techniques, players work to develop their tactical
awareness, discipline and mental toughness. They are honing their performance in
competition during this stage. Athletes may start to focus on one or two key sports or
continue with a variety of physical activities.
We have found that at this level players have started to emerge into stage 5, but we must
not forget we have players who are still working in the stage 4 model and make sure we
are serving both groups. At this level most players have been introduced to full field play
and should have a basic understanding of 10v10 lacrosse.

Skills to be reinforced:
-Fun
-All the skills that have been introduced at previous levels.
Team level skills to advance:
Slide package (s)
Clear (s)
Man-up/Man-down
Substitution Game
Extra Skills to work on if teams have time and skill level:
Zone Defense
Situational Lacrosse (Last 2 minutes, Shut offs, etc.)
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Developmental Considerations
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About Station Based Practices
Station Based Practices are FUN. Young athletes come to practice to participate. In a Station
Based Practice, having athletes spread across multiple stations directly engages them and drastically
reduces waiting time. When athletes get more opportunity to practice a skill, with more individualized
instruction, they will improve.
By design, each station represents a small component of the overall lacrosse experience. As
players rotate through the stations, they are building partial skills needed to play the game and at the
conclusion of a practice, athletes will have worked on numerous skill. This systematic chunking of skill
development, allows the athlete to focus on one area of development for a short period of time, then
move on to another area. If you think about it, it’s much like the game…A player is on defense for a
short period of time, but then must quickly transition into thinking about and playing offense,
defense, or various other parts of the game. Stations are not only helping their skill development, but
they are also helping the athlete to learn to transition between concepts and adapt to new situations
efficiently and effectively.
US Lacrosse has developed a series of Station Based Practice plans for athletes. These are a
great starting point for the novice coach who may be looking for ideas and methods to teach their
athletes the game of lacrosse. While these plans are a great starting point, coaches must continually
assess their players’ abilities and tailor practice plans to meet the needs of the athlete. Here are some
things to consider as you plan out your station based practice:

• Maximum 6-8 athletes per station.
• Warm-up or free play should last 5-6 minutes at the beginning or end of each practice.
• Station length maximum of 6 minutes in duration due to short attention spans at this age.
• Make every station FUN, a game, competition, a race…
• No Whiteboards, no Whistles, no Waiting during stations.
• Get down on 1 knee, at eye level to talk to the kids.
• Use cones to tell kids where you want them to go.
• Bring lots of enthusiasm and energy - smile a lot.
• Complement each kid by name while they are in your station (5-6 minutes) at least once.
• Lots of high fives and cheering encouraged.
• Keep explanations to 15-20 seconds max.
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Field Chunking
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Emergency Action Plan
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Injury Report

Lower Cape Youth Lacrosse
Injury Report Form
Name of Injured:_____________________________
Injury Date:____________

Location (field):____________________

Team:________________

Level:________________

Injury Occurred During?

Practice

Game

Other

Description: (briefly describe the actions of the athlete, the athlete’s chief
complaint and your suspicion of the nature of the injury) Use back if needed.

Was there Loss of Consciousness?Yes
Was EMS called?

Yes

No

Did participant return to activity?

No

If yes, how long: ______

How long before they arrived? ______
Yes

No

Describe how the injury was dealt with:

Was the parent/guardian on location?

Yes

No

If no was the parent/guardian contacted?

Yes

No

Who contacted parent/guardian:
Name of person completing this form:

Date:
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Player Skills
The proper techniques of lacrosse play are the foundation of our program. These guidelines
may prove helpful in the teaching of these techniques. Please check out our YouTube page for
many helpful videos on proper form.
Lower Cape YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8vtodpNGUbVeohmo2nDV6w
1. Throwing
Throwing a lacrosse ball effectively is based on the same concepts and
movements as throwing any other ball. The
feet must move correctly, and the body is
involved. Be sure to teach players to keep their
stick from” dipping” back when they draw it
back. The stick doesn’t get anywhere near
horizontal when preparing to throw a ball.
Discourage any sidearm throwing.

Click the Pictures to see the Video:
2. Catching
When catching a ball, players
should “give with it” and finish
their catch behind their head,
then start their cradle. The
higher the top hand is on the
stick, the easier it is to catch.
The closer the stick is to the
head, the easier it is to catch.
Have players give a target just
above the shoulder by their ear,
we call this “the box”.
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3. Scooping/Ground Ball
Your ability to corral a ground ball could
contribute to your overall success on the lacrosse
field. It can be as important as passing, catching
and cradling. By working on your ability to scoop
up a loose ball, you will give your team a chance to
create more scoring opportunities.
When picking up a ground ball, maintain a low
center of gravity. Having a solid stance while going
low could help you better prepare for the possible
impact from opposing players who are also
pursuing the ball.
Also, don’t forget to protect your stick. An
opposing player can affect your ability to get a
ground ball by hitting your stick, so keep it close to
your body to help maintain control.
Scoop the ball in a low, swooping motion. By
picking the ball up in stride, it will allow you to
quickly move to your next position, whether it be a pass or a shot to the net.
4. Cradling
It isn’t easy keeping the ball in your stick
while running full speed during a lacrosse
match. That is what makes cradling such a
crucial skill to learn in the game. Cradling is a
technique used to keep the ball in the pocket
of your stick. By doing so, your team can
maintain possession and ultimately score.
With proper form and understanding, you
will be able to keep possession while fending
off an opposing player.
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Getting a Grip
To start, hold the stick just below its head in your fingers, not your fist. This will allow you to
use the full range of motion as you roll in and roll out.
Hold the bottom of the stick loosely to maintain control. It is key to protect the butt end of the
stick so an opposing player does not hit it as they look for a turnover.
Full Range of Motion
Cradling isn’t just about using your arms or wrists — it’s about creating a fluid motion by using
both together.
The Vertical top handed cradle is lacrosse cradling technique that is done with the lacrosse
stick in an upright ready position. Lacrosse head about even with the players head about ear
height. The palm of the top hand facing the player and fingers gripped around the shaft of the
stick. The player uses the bottom hand as guide to keep the stick upright but only very loosely
so that the stick can freely twist back and forth inside the bottom hand. With the top hand
firmly grasping the shaft the player rotates their wrist back and forth in a steady not to quick
pace. They will add to that the movement of their forearm in and out as their wrist moves in
and out in concert with each other in order to increase the centrifugal force. This will be
awkward at first, but with practice the player will be able to confidently move and run down
the field while protecting the ball from the opponent. As the player improves they will actually
be able to feel the ball gain weight in the
pocket as they increase the force.
Shooting
When Shooting, players use all the same
basics as passing. Have beginning players
aim LOW on the goal, and avoid sidearm (or
even ¾), as this leads to inaccurate
shooting. Some tips for effective shooting:
Hands high, twisting the body to generate
power, using lower body not just arms.
Player should be taught to shoot Righty and
Lefty, and to shoot on the run, not just
standing and winding up (not realistic to game play).
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The basic shot position is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Aim your shoulder at the goal
Aim your hips at the sideline
Aim your back foot (farthest from the goal) toward the side line
Extend your arms away from your body and reach back
Weak hand (closest to the goal) to the bottom of the stick
Strong hand (farthest from the goal) up 12" or so on the shaft
As you wind up to shoot step in the direction of the shot aiming your near foot at the target
Eyes focused to the target
And fire away
Click the Pictures to see the Video:
“On-Ball” Defense One-on-One, or “on-ball”
defense is the simplest way to keep defense
effective. When someone gets beat 1v1, defenses
need to slide to the ball. Slides are where defenses
become vulnerable. GREAT “on-ball” defense is the
key to great lacrosse. The number one rule of onball is to put yourself in a position to dictate where
the ball is going to go. This is the defender’s only
job. Be sure that players understand that it is not
their job to strip the man of the ball. The way to

keep yourself in the correct position is by
moving the feet quickly, being aware of
angles and field position and most
importantly not over committing
momentum with slap checks. The
defender should use the butt of his stick
and his gloved fist to “redirect” the ball
carrier, pushing him instead of slapping
with the stick. This allows the defender to
control his own momentum, leaving him
always in good position.
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Some other skills
The Face Off

Face offs- Facing off effectively can
make the difference in games during a
lacrosse season. The ability to score
and get the ball back immediately is
one thing that is unusual about our
game
Click the Pictures to see the Video:

Dodges
Face Dodge (Link to YouTube Video)
The basic idea behind a face dodge is that you bring your stick across your face (hence the
name) and blow by a defender. It is a North-South dodge, meaning that you do it while you're
coming towards the defender.
Cradle up to your defender with your both hands on your stick. Now act like you're going to go
to whichever way you are cradling (right if righty, left if lefty), take a quick stutter step, bring
your stick across your face, go around him/her (the opposite way of which you faked going, if
that makes sense) and then bring it back to a vertical cradle.
Split Dodge(Link to YouTube Video)
The split dodge is, like the face dodge, a North-South dodge. Basically, what you do is cradle
up to your defender and, if you are cradling righty fake like you're going to go right (left if
lefty), do a quick stutter step, switch hands, then go around them just like you did in the face
dodge.
Roll Dodge (Link to YouTube Video)
The roll dodge is another North-South dodge. As it says in the name, what you basically are
going to do is roll around your defender. If you are cradling righty, plant your left foot in front
of your defender and roll around him to your right. It's, of course, exactly the opposite if
cradling lefty.
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Terminology
Clear - Moving the ball from the defensive end to the offensive end of the field.
Extra man offense (E.M.O.) - Refers to the unit of six offensive players who play while
their team has a man advantage due to a penalty by the opposing team.
Fast break - When a midfielder or defenseman breaks ahead of the rest of the middies
and brings the ball downfield to the attack. The result is a 4-on-3 advantage for the
offense that usually creates a scoring chance.
GLE- “Goal-Line Extended”. If there was an imaginary line extended out from the goal
line to the sideline. This imaginary line is useful for describing defensive situations.
LSM - Long Stick Midfielder: A midfielder who plays with a long stick and is defense
oriented. Usually guards the opposing team’s best midfielder.
Man-down defense - Refers to the unit of five or fewer defensive players assigned to
prevent the other team from scoring while the defending team is short-handed as a result
of any penalties committed.
Number-up - Call used by the goalie or other defensive players when asking teammates
to call out who they are guarding in the man-to-man defense.
Ride - One team trying to stop another from clearing the ball out of its defensive zone.
Slide - This occurs when an offensive player gets past his defender, forcing another
defensive player to "slide" over and pick up the threatening offensive player.
Slow break - A transition opportunity for the offense in which the defense has at least an
equal number of defenders to offensive players in position and ready to defend.
Transition - When the ball moves quickly from one end of the field to the other, often
resulting in a fast break.
Unsettled situation - Any situation in which the defense is not positioned correctly,
usually due to a loose ball or broken clear.
X - Area of the field directly behind the goal
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Communication
Communication is a key to team success on the field. As players rise in age the game changes
from the best athlete wins to the best team wins. Players and coaches need to be speaking
the same language so everyone is pulling in the same direction. Listed below is the
terminology we would like to use starting at U9 and building up through U15. Early on in our
younger levels most of this will be the coaches using these terms and reinforcing their usage
with the players, the goal being that the players get use to talking on the field and using the
correct terminology.
The colors follow the LADM with Red for U9, Yellow for U11, Green for U13 and Blue for U15.
Feel free to advance your players as far as you feel they can go.

ALL Players U9 and up
"I've got ball"- A defenseman call to let his teammates know he has the ball carrier.
"BALL DOWN" – Let’s team know the ball is loose.
HERE'S YOUR HELP-A call to tell a teammate you are open to receive a pass, we'll let him know
HERE'S YOUR HELP
GET TO THE HOLE- Whenever there's a broken clear/play you want your D to make sure they
get to the top side of the crease first and then number-up from there. Remember we always
play defense from the inside out.
NUMBER-UP- Each player should find the man they are guarding and call out their number.

ALL Players U11 and up
"CLEAR" – A save has just been made and it’s time to start the clear. Each member of the
defense should break to their open spot on the field for a quick strike up and out.
"SAG IN" – The defensive unit is too expanded and should SAG IN a little closer to the goal so
as not to get overextended.
"I've got two"- A defenseman call to let his teammates know he is splitting two men, typically
on the weak side away from the ball.
"SHOT" – Many times defenders do not have an eye on the ball while playing defensive.
Everyone yells “SHOT” when the offense shoots to indicate that a shot has been taken.
"STICK UP"- Reminder for D to keep their sticks in the passing lanes, Especially on Man-Down.
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ALL Players U13 and up
"Ball"-A player scooping a loose ball shouts "ball" to tell his teammates he is taking the ground
ball.
"Man-ball"- When two players approach a ground ball with an opponent, one shouts "man"
and blocks the opponent from scooping the ball while his teammate shouts "ball" and scoops
the ball.
“Release” – A call used to indicate a ball has been recovered and players should disengage
from their men
"One more"-A call to tell a teammate you are open to receive a pass, used more in offensive
end.

Goalie Talk
"HOLD" – This call is used when you do not want the attackman to advance any closer to the
goal. The defenseman on ball should engage and not allow his player to freely advanced closer
to the goal. When a player becomes a shooting threat, we’ll yell HOLD to limit his advance.
"Mayday" – We could not hit the quick strike clear, Middies brake back towards their side
defensemen looking for the ball.
"SLIDE" – Indicates that the on-ball defender is beat and the must team must slide. This call
must also be delivered loud and with urgency.

Defensive Talk
"I'm First"-A defenseman call to let his teammates know he has the first slide.
"I’m Second"-A defenseman call to let the team know the 2nd slide is covered.
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ALL Players U15 and up
Goalie Talk
LIFT- Defensive reminder to get your stick under the attacker's hands or stick and Lift to
disrupt the shooting or passing motion.
"CHECK" – An offensive pass just entered into the crease and defensive players should check
the sticks of their opponent. This should the loudest call you make because it means a critical
feed is coming into the crease and must be stopped.
TURN- This instructs the defensive player on the ball to turn his opponent in the opposite
direction. Often used when an attackmen drives from X and we want out long pole to turn the
attacker back inside to the oncoming slide.

Defensive Talk
"Release/Look Away" – A slide man call to the on-ball defender after he has slid, signifying he
should look to the inside and find an open man.

Getting the players to use the above terminology in all our drills help get them talking in the
game. It becomes second nature to them to be talking all game long. If we start at our
youngest levels by the time they are U13 and U15 it will make defenses stronger and more
of a team defense vs a bunch of one on ones.
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Communications

Ball Location Communication
X – Ball is behind the goal at “X”
BACK LEFT – Ball is behind the net, left side
BACK RIGHT – Ball is behind the net, right side
SIDE LEFT – Ball is on the left side of the field
SIDE RIGHT – Ball is on the right side of the field
TOP RIGHT – Ball is top right
TOP LEFT – Ball is top left
TOP CENTER – Ball is top center
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(8v8) 2-2-1 Formations
A

A
M

M

M

Link to YouTube Video:
Keys to 2-2-1

Drills for 2-2-1

Spacing and Off-Ball Movement

5 On a Die

Easy Adjustment to 2-3-1 Formation

5 On a Die from X

Base on Dodging and Rotating

Top Down Shooting

Keeps the middle open

Bottoms Up Shooting

All players are involved the whole time.

Smith Shooting

Keeps a player covering X

Hopkins up and Over
Hopkins Over and Down
Max Touches
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2-3-1 Formations

A

A

A

M

M

M

Link to YouTube Video:
Keys to 2-3-1
Spacing and Off-Ball Movement
Easy Adjustment from 2-2-1 Formation
Base on Dodging and Rotating
All players are involved the whole time
Increased Play from X

Drills for 2-3-1
Diamond Cutter
Diamond Cutter EX
Max Touches
21 Roll Back
Smith Shooting
Hopkins up and Over
Hopkins Over and Down
PAPA Drill (Pass Away Pick Away)
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1-4-1 Formations

A

M

M
A

A

M

Link to YouTube Video:
Keys to 1-4-1

Drills for 1-4-1

Allows dodgers great opportunities

Max Touches

Spreads defense for many 2v1 opportunities

41 Dodge and Pick

Causes problems for goalie with crease action

Feed the Crease

Constant pinking in front puts pressure on defense

Survivor

Changes Slide Packages
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2-2-2 Formations

A

A

M

A

M

M

Link to YouTube Video:
Keys to 2-2-2

Drills for 2-2-2

All about the 2-man game

Max Touches

Spreads defense for many 2v1 opportunities

41 Dodge and Pick

Causes problems for goalie with crease action

Feed the Crease

Constant pinking in front puts pressure on defense

Survivor

Changes Slide Packages

PAPA Drill (Pass Away Pick Away)
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Overarching Principles for Offense
1. Players should be in constant motion:
• catching/throwing & shooting should all be ‘on-the-run’.
• Ball carriers should force defensive slides to gain numbers advantage (2v1)
and high percentage shot opportunities
• Off-ball players need to move without the ball to be a threat, create
space/take defender away from ball & give help
2. Move the ball:
• Don’t hold the ball, or stay in the same place for more than 3 seconds
3. Balance the field:
• Don’t let 1 cover 2 (one of the primary purposes of offensive formations)
4. Offensive positioning and responsibilities are based on your relationship to ball
• 1 pass away, 2-pass away, etc. Help, back up shot, etc.
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Defensive Formation

Defensive Hole
A

D
M

D
A

A

D

M

THE HOLE
M

M
M

M

All defenders are inside the Hole except the On-Ball defender. The adjacent defenders are
further out on the edge of hole but still inside. The defender farthest from the ball (in this
case the backside defensemen) has cheated inside to help on the crease. Team Defense is
about extending out to the ball and recovering back in to the hole to help.
Link to D vs 2-3-1 YouTube Video: Some of the terminology is different than ours, but the
movement is what we want.
Link to D vs 1-4-1 YouTube Video:
Link to D vs 2-2-2 YouTube Video:
Link to Crease Slide YouTube Video:
Link to COMA Slide YouTube Video:
Link to Adjacent Slide YouTube Video:
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Overarching Principles for Defense
1. Players must communicate
• Ball position, who has ball, who is help, who is covering 2, check,
clear, etc.
2. Defensive positioning & responsibility is based on your relationship to ball
• “Breakdown” i.e., knees bent, hips forward, weight distributed on
the balls of the feet, head up.
• On ball Play Tight
• Off-ball-, be in a loose position that enables you to see both the
man and the ball. Put your stick up in the passing lanes to
discourage cross-field passes.
3. Play defense with head & feet, not stick & shoulders
• Mover your feet and leverage your body position to direct the ball
carrier where you want him to go (into your help/slide, or low
percentage shooting area)
4. Play from ‘inside-out’ (stay home)/Extend & Recover
• Cover the hole (paint)
• Extend (push out) on player receiving the ball
• When playing a man on the crease, play between your man and
the ball. Keep your stick upright so that you can check down if a
pass is made.
• Recover back to the hole when you man passes the ball
• As the ball is passed to your man, move out quickly to play him. You
should arrive just as he catches the ball. Arrive under control and
breakdown with your stick out in front of you.
5. Keep your head “on a swivel.” See the man and see the ball.
6. Attack the bottom hand of ball carrier
• When approaching a ball carrier direct checks to his bottom hand
to disrupt his rhythm and passing ability
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Fun Lacrosse Drills for Youth Players
Catching and Throwing
Ultimate Lacrosse (like ultimate Frisbee)
1. 2 teams of even number of players and 1 ball. Cones if needed
2. Purpose- to move the ball as a team across the field without dropping it to the other side to
score points
3. Rules
a. Create a field big enough for the number of players with 2 end zones
b. Both teams start in their end zone. Coach will throw the ball into the middle and
blow a whistle to start the game. Players run out and pick up the ground ball. First to
get the ground ball starts with possession.
c. Players may not take more than 3 steps with the ball. If they do, they ball goes to
the other team
d. If the ball drops to the ground, the other team gets it.
e. No contact with players. If a player is touched, they may take 5 steps forward
toward the end zone
f. First team to 3 goals wins the game
Zipper
1. 2 lines of players, can be multiple groups. Number of balls depending of lines
2. Purpose – to work on passing and catching. To work as a team moving the ball. To move the
ball quickly without running around
3. Rules
a. Ball starts at one end and gets tossed back and forth, proceeding up the lines
b. Have a timer so the players race the clock. Can make it competitive with large
number of players; first group of 2 lines to get the ball through wins
Lacrosse Golf
1. 1 ball per player, 1 bucket or trash can
2. Purpose – to work on accurate passing. Work toward later to accurate clears
3. Rules
a. Place a trash can/bucket at a point a distance from the players
b. Players take turns throwing the ball into the trash can/bucket
c. Player with the least number of passes into the trash can/bucket wins
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Ground Balls
Hungry Hippo
1. 2 teams of players, 2 buckets or trash cans, and a large number of lacrosse balls (30
minimum)
2. Purpose – to work on groundballs, endurance, and speed
3. Rules
a. Start with 2 teams on the same line on either side of a coach
b. the coach throws out all the balls into an area
c. At the whistle, all players run out and pick up ground balls. Then cradle back to their
bucket and place the ball inside.
d. When all the balls have been picked up, team with the most balls wins.
Musical Ground Balls
1. All players with 1 or 2 fewer balls than players
2. Purpose – to work on recognizing the ground ball and quickly picking it up. Work on speed
3. Rules
a. All players lay on the ground with their heads toward the middle of a designated
area. Coach puts balls in the middle
b. On the whistle, players jump up and pick up a ground ball as quickly as possible and
pick up a ground ball
c. Those unable to get one must sit out. Rest of the players reset and the Coach
removes 1 or 2 balls
d. Continue until there is one winner
London Bridge
1. One ball, coach with stick, a cone
2. Purpose – To get low on ground balls
3. Rules
a. Set a ball on the ground in front of a coach. The coach’s stick is out horizontally at
waist high
b. Players must pick up the ground ball while going below the coach’s stick then run to
and around the cone. On the way back, they must drop to ball in front of the coach
c. After everyone has gone through, next time the stick should start to lower so players
must “sprint” through the ball. If they miss the ball or get hit by the stick, the player is
out.
d. Player that can go the lowest wins
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Egg Hunt
1. All players into 2 groups, large number of balls (30 minimum), one cone, one goal
2. Purpose – for players to work on groundballs, cradling, shooting
3. Rules
a. Put all the balls in the middle of the field
b. Have all of the players line up in front of the goal with their backs to the balls
c. Set one cone out about 10 yards past the balls on the opposite side from where the
kids are
d. On the whistle, players need to hop up, run scoop a ball, cradle the ball around the
cone and back, and then take a shot on goal
e. First group to get all the players to make a goal wins
Messy Backyard
1. 2 groups of players, a large number of balls (15 to 30 balls), cones for boundaries, stop
watch
2. Purpose – To improve scooping on groundballs, cradling, and endurance
3. Rules
a. Have two groups of players on opposite sides of a designated area (use cones to
make the boundaries). Coach places the balls in the middle
b. On the whistle, players scoop up balls and run to their opposing team’s “backyard”
and place the ball there.
c. Players may take balls from their backyard and place them in the opposing team’s
backyard
d. After a designated amount of time, the team with the least number of balls on their
side wins
Cradling
Thunder Dome
1. Cones to make a circle, each player with 1 ball, coach(s) in the middle
2. Purpose – Players to improve cradling and stick protection
3. Rules
a. All the players are in the middle of a designated area with a ball.
b. On a whistle, players must run around and protect their sticks from coach(s) who are
trying to knock the ball out.
c. If a player drops the ball or gets the ball knocked out, then they must go out of the
area and wait till the next game.
d. Last player standing wins.
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Gladiator
1. Cones to make a circle, players around the circle, 2 players in the middle, one ball
2. Purpose – Players to improve on cradling and stick protection
3. Rules
a. 2 players stand in the middle of the circle, rest of the players around the circle.
b. On the whistle, players outside the circle may poke or lift check at the 2 players inside
the circle, but are not allowed to move any closer
c. 2 players in the middle bump each other
d. If a player drops their ball first is out and a new challenger from the outer circle
replaces them as the new gladiator
Sharks and Minnows
1. An area (30 yards longx10 yards wide) with 2 “safety zones,” each player with a ball,
coaches in the middle zone
2. Purpose – Players to improve cradling with the ball, stick protection, and endurance
3. Rules
a. All players start on one side (these are the minnows), with coaches or players
depending on preference in the middle (these are the sharks).
b. On the whistle, minnows try to cross the “shark zone” to the other side without
dropping their ball. Sharks may bump or stick-check the minnows to make them drop
the ball. Players who drop the ball must stand to the side till the drill is done
c. Last player to hold onto the ball wins.
d. ***Variation***- Players who drop the ball must stand still and be allowed to stick
check minnows still running through for added difficulty.
Cradle Relay Races
1. Group of players, each group with a ball, a cone per group
2. Purpose – for players to work on cradling and endurance
3. Rules
a. Players are in groups with a straight line, a cone at a distance from the lines.
b. On the whistle, players must run, cradling a ball around the cone and back. Players
may pass the ball to the next person in line or place it on the ground for a groundball.
c. Before the next player can go, the moving player must cross the end line.
Afterwards, the player must go to the back of the line and sit down
d. Group with all the players completing the course and sitting down wins.
e. ***Variation*** - Can change the rules, make a more complicated course, etc. to
change the difficulty and/or fun
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Messy Backyard
1. 2 groups of players, a large number of balls (15 to 30 balls), cones for boundaries, stop
watch
2. Purpose – To improve scooping on groundballs, cradling, and endurance
3. Rules
a. Have two groups of players on opposite sides of a designated area (use cones to
make the boundaries). Coach places the balls in the middle
b. On the whistle, players scoop up balls and run to their opposing team’s “backyard”
and place the ball there.
c. Players may take balls from their backyard and place them in the opposing team’s
backyard
d. After a designated amount of time, the team with the least number of balls on their
side wins
The Fox and the Farmer
1. 1 Farmer and the rest Foxes in a designated area, each player with a ball, and flags or
pinnies for foxes
2. Purpose – for players to work on cradling, stick protection, dodging, and endurance
3. Rules
a. Coach sets up an area in which the players cannot leave. Each “fox” must wear flags
or pinnies on their waist (better to put them in the front of the player, or in the shorts
in front of the player so they learn to use their body as a shield)
b. On the whistle, players run around cradling a ball and dodging the “farmer.” The
farmer without a stick runs around and tries to pull the flag or pinnie from the players.
c. A player is out if they drop the ball or lose their flag/pinnie
d. Last person standing wins and becomes the next farmer
Shooting
Score on the Chewbacca
1. Players with a ball, coach in goal with a silly costume.
2. Purpose – To shoot on a goalie and have fun
3. Rules
a. Coach puts on a costume and goalie gear. Players get to shoot and score on the
coach they can
b. Costumes can vary, I chose a Chewbacca suit because I have one
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Offense and Defense
Fireball
1. 2 groups of players, a ball, a goal
2. Purpose – For players to work on teamwork and all fundamental skills
3. Rules
a. Start with two groups of players, one “white” and one “dark.” Split the groups
further with 2 lines on each wing, one white and one dark
b. Coach stands up top right outside the restraining line with a ball. Coach then gives
a number (1, 2, or 3) to call for that number of players from each line
c. On the whistle, coach rolls out a ground ball and it becomes a ground ball scrum.
When one side wins the ground ball, that team becomes the offense; the other team
becomes the defense
d. Teach the defensive team to mark up on an offensive player
e. Teach the offensive team to V-cut to get open for passes
f. Play becomes a scrimmage until a goal or a defensive clear is made back to the
coach
Lacrosse Basketball
1. 2 groups of players (5v5 or 6v6), one ball, a goal or bucket or trash can
2. Purpose – To work as a team moving the ball, spacing, and defensive play
3. Rules
a. Set up inside a restraining box. Can use a bucket, trash can, or goal, but no goalies
b. Offense must move the ball around without dropping it. Make 3 passes before
shooting. If the ball hits the ground, it goes to the other team.
c. Work on spacing and movement to open space. May put a shield on the lacrosse
net for more difficulty (shooting the corners or sides of the goal)
d. Set a time limit or number of goals. Team with the most wins.
Agility based Drills
Catch the Robber
1. 2 large circles on the ground in a vertical line, 2 lines of players
2. Purpose – For players to improve defensive speed
3. Rules
a. Have 2 lines of players. Line 1 starts in front, Line 2 starts a couple feet behind.
b. On the whistle the “offensive” player runs around the 2 circles in a “figure 8.” The
“defensive” player has to chase the other player and tag him before he crosses the
finish line.
c. Have the players switch lines so they move between offense and defense.
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Drill Pages
Drill Legend
Throw/Pass/Shot
Run
Ground Ball/Roll Ball
Goal

Coach
Players

D

Defensemen

M

Midfielder

A

Attackmen
Ball
Cones

Core Skill for all Levels
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Warm Up/ Dynamic Stretching
Prior to a game or practice performing ‘active ‘stretches are much more functional and directly geared toward
Lacrosse, or any sport for that matter. Dynamic stretching is the form of stretching that uses movement
along with muscle tension in order to gain greater range of motion. Stretching in this manner more closely
represents the actions to be performed on the field. Dynamic stretching serves as a perfect warm up to both
exercise and play.

Warm Up
10 yard drills
Jumping Jacks
Back Pedal
Side shuffle with arm swing out and back
Butt Kicks with arm pump
Walking Knee to chests
Hip in /Hip out Hip Flexor
Power Skips
Walking Quads
Karoika
High Knee
We should be doing these warm up/dynamic stretches before each practice.

Agility Drills
X- Drill
Cone Alley 1
Cone Alley 2
Cone Alley 3
Run-Shuffle-Shuffle-Run
STAGGERED SHUTTLE
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Passing Drills

One Handed
Pair Passing
Monkey in the Middle
Yale Passing Drill
3 Man Handle Drill
Yo Yo Passing
Diamond Cutter
Diamond Cutter EX
Figure 8 Passing
Hamster Passing
Max Touches
2 Ball Hamster Passing
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Simple passing drills
One handed passing
Pair the players up, each pair has a ball. Players will
make 5 one handed passes catching with 2 hands on
their strong hand. Then make 5 passes with 2 hands.
Players will them do the same on their weak hand. Go
back and forth strong and weak 5 and 5 one handed and
2 handed. Make sure players are using good body
mechanics, (stepping with lead foot, following through).
Link to YouTube Video:
Pair Passing
Pair the players up, each pair has a ball. Players will pass
with their partner 5-10 right to right, then 5-10 left to
left, then 5-10 catch right or left change hands and throw
with the other hand. Make sure players are using good
body mechanics, (stepping with lead foot, following
through).

Monkey in the Middle

Description: 2 players play catch with a thrid player in the middle defending. No stick checks, the defender must
work to stay in the passing lanes. The passers must work to get open with short cuts. Limit how far players can
move with cones.
Focus: Passers must work to stay out of an I formation.

Link to YouTube Video:

ALL PASSING DRILLS INCOURAGE PLAYS TO TALK TO EACH OTHER
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Yale Passing Drill

Needs: Cones, 1 Ball per group
Description: Three players will take a position around a 4-cone box. The player with the ball
passes to an adjacent teammate. When that player moves the ball to the next teammate, the
off-ball player must move to a new cone to keep adjacent help to the player with the ball.

Focus: Teaches off-ball movement and getting to adjacent passing lanes.
Run Drill in both directions.
Progression: Players curl away from cone to the outside. Players are moving towards
passes. Increase space between the cones.

Link to YouTube Video:
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3 Man Handle Drill
I cannot draw this drill, it is not a hard drill to run but impossible to draw.

Description: You can have as many lines as you want. The first player in each line drops a ball
at his feet. He will kick the ball then scoop the GB, curl away and pass back to player 2 in line.
Player 1 will then break the opposite direction looking for a return pass. Player 1 will roll away
and pass it back to player 2. Player 2 will roll a GB back to Player 1. Player 1 will then run it
back and flip the ball to Player 2. Player 2 will now drop the ball and the drill will start over.

Please watch the video!!

Link to YouTube Video:
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Yo Yo Passing

Needs: Cones, 1 Ball per group
Description: 4 players at the center cone one with a ball. The player with the ball will move
out to his outside cone. The drill starts with the clockwise or counter clockwise player cutting
out to their cone to receive the pass. They will turn to the outside and look to pass the ball to
the next cutting player. once the pass is made the players return to the middle cone and wait
for the ball to come back around.
Players will keep moving the ball around cutting out to catch and cutting back after they
have passed it on.
Focus: Teaches off-ball movement and cutting away from defender.
Work this drill in both directions.

Link to YouTube Video:
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Diamond Cutter

4

3

2

1

Purpose: To teach basic spacing, Off-ball movement and the basics of a motion offense.
Description: Set up as above in a 1-3, the Ball starts with player 1, Player 1 will dodge down
the right alley. As the ball moves towards player 2, he clears to the crease. Player 3 will fill
back to the top and replace player 1's spot. Player 1 will roll back and pass back up top to
player 3. Player 3 will now dodge down the left alley, Player 4 will now clear to the crease and
Player 2 will fill back to the top. Player 3 will now roll back and pass back to the top. The
players will keep the rotation going.
Rules: 1. if the ball is moving towards you clear to the far side of the crease
2. If someone is clearing into your space, you back fill where the ball started.

Link to YouTube Video:
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Diamond Cutter EX

2

3

5

4

1

Purpose: To teach basic spacing, Off-ball movement and the basics of a motion offense.
Description: Set up as above in a 2-3, the Ball starts with player 1, Player 1 will dodge down
the right alley. As the ball moves towards player 2, he clears to the crease. Player 3 will fill
back to the top and replace player 1's spot. Player 1 will roll back and pass back up top to
player 3. Now the EX part, there is a second pass rule. Player 3 will pass the ball one more to
player 4. Player 4 will now dodge down the left alley, Player 5 will now clear to the crease and
Player 2 will fill back to the top. Player 4 will now roll back and pass back to the top. The
players will keep the rotation going.
Rules: 1. if the ball is moving towards you clear to the far side of the crease
2. If someone is clearing into your space, you back fill where the ball started.

Link to YouTube Video:
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Figure “8” Passing and Catching Drills
Figure 1.) Start your players in groups of 3, spaced out in a
line 15-20 yards apart from each other. Blue 1 starts in the
middle of each line with a ball, and passes to Blue 2 to start
the drill.

Figure 2.) Blue 1 follows his pass and runs around the back of
Blue 2, making the bottom of his "Figure 8".

Blue 2 will throw a straight overhand pass to Blue 3 at
the other end of the line.

Figure 3.) Blue 3 passes to Blue 1 when he comes around to
the front of Blue 2, just like coming around from behind the
goal in a game. Blue 1 will catch and throw the ball right back
to Blue 3 without stopping his feet.

Figure 4.) Blue 1 now makes the top portion of his Figure
8 by running around the back of Blue 3 this time.

Blue 3 will pass to Blue 2 down at the other end, so that
Blue 2 will be ready to pass the ball when Blue 1 is back
in front.

Keep the man in the middle running Figure 8's for 1 minute
Link to YouTube Video:
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“Hamster” Passing and Catching Line Drills
Figure 1.) Start your players in groups of 3, spaced out in a
line 20-30 yards apart from each other. Put one player in the
middle of each line with a ball (Player 1).

Figure 2.) Blue 1 will run and pass to Blue 2. Blue 2 will come
out to meet the pass and catch on the run. Move your feet
and "attack the pass in the air". Don't wait for the ball.

Figure 3.) Blue 2 will run to pass the ball to Blue 3 at the
other end of the line. Blue 2 should move his feet to throw,
and Blue 3 should move his feet to catch. Everybody should
be moving.

Blue 1 follows his pass to the end of the line he passed
to. Since we are working in smaller groups, he is right
back at the front of the line, ready to go again!

Figure 4.) Blue 3 runs to pass to Blue 1, who is already
starting his 2nd rep. Each line keeps passing the ball to
each other like this for 2-3 minutes. Every player runs to
follow their pass so they will be back at the front of the
line when it's their turn to go again.

Practice catching and throwing with both hands
Link to YouTube Video:
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Max Touches
A

M

A

A

M

M

Description: The Ball is moved between all members of the offense as many times as possible
for a set time, using the team philosophy. Players may not shoot in the drill
Progression 1 Find a pattern that includes the man on the crease.
Progression 2 Have the middies rotate when ball is passed to the attack, have the attack
rotate when the ball is passed to the middies.
Progression 3 let anyone pass to the crease man forcing them to always be ready and
mirroring the ball.

Link to YouTube Video:
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2 Ball Hamster Passing

1

2

4

3

Description: Two players on the outside with two players in the middle with balls. P1 passes
to P2 and P2 passes right back as P1 moves toward P2. Make sure P1 moves through the ball
as he catches it. After P1 catches, turns and throws to P4. Meanwhile P3 is throwing and
receiving with P4, Turning and passing to P2. After 30 seconds switch players. After 30 more
seconds switch again but go in the other direction.

Focus: Make sure that players are moving through the passes and that their heads are always
up.

Link to YouTube Video:
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Shooting Drills

5 On a Die
5 On a Die with a Redodge
5 On a Die from X
5 on a Die with GB
Velcro Shooting
Swat the Fly
Give One Get One Shooting
Top Down Shooting
Bottoms Up Shooting
Smith Shooting
21 Roll Back
Hopkins up and Over
Hopkins Over and Down
13 Roll Back
Attack Wrap
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5 On a Die

Needs: 1 Goal, 5 Cones, Lots of Balls
Description: 2 lines at top cones. Both go at same time. Players start with sticks on the
inside, jog to the middle cone and split dodge out to outside cone for a shot. Both lines go at
the same time.
Focus: This is a high rep, players can work on hand change and throwing with their weak hand
without pressure. Planting their inside foot and coming out of the dodge hard.

Link to YouTube Video:
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5 On a Die with Redodge

Needs: 1 Goal, 5 Cones, Lots of Balls
Description: 2 lines at top cones. The lower cones are wider than base 5 on a die. Both go at
same time. Players start with sticks on the inside, jog to the middle cone and split dodge out
to outside cone. At the outside cone players will roll dodge back to the middle for a shot.

Link to YouTube Video:
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5 On a Die from X

Needs: 1 Goal, 5 Cones, Lots of Balls
Description: 2 lines at cones below GLE. Both go at same time. Players start with sticks on
the inside, jog to the middle cone and split dodge out to outside getting to the top cone (the
island) for a shot. Have players focus on hand change and exploding out of the dodge.

Link to YouTube Video:
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5 On a Die with a GB

Needs: 1 Goal, 5 Cones, Lots of Balls
When they get bored with the basics
Description: 2 lines at top cones. The first players in each line has a ball, the rest of the balls
are in 2 areas to the outside of the shot cone. Both go at same time. Players start with sticks
on the inside, jog to the middle cone and split dodge out to outside cone for a shot. After their
shot they must pick up a GB turn to the outside and pass it back to the next guy in line. Once
the pass is caught the drill starts over.
Focus: This is a high rep, players work on Finding a rebound, picking it up off the ground and
moving it.

Link to YouTube Video:
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Velcro Shooting

1

2

2

Restraining line

1

Needs: 1 Goal, 4 Cones, Lots of Balls
Description: Player 1 line is shooter player 2 line is defender. The defender is without a stick.
The defender will run down the alley with the shooter, keeping his hands on him the entire
time, but not forcing the shooter away from the goal. The objective of the drill is to help the
shooter get comfortable with shooting under pressure and to help the defender keep
positions on the offensive player.
Run two alleys at the same time. Drill can be run from multiple locations

RotationPlayer 1 to player 2
Player 2 to Player 1 line on the other side.
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Swat the Fly

C

Needs: 1 Goal, 5 Cones, Lots of Balls

Description: One line, Players run towards the goal with sticks up and ready, the coach will
soft toss the ball to the players. The player should catch and shoot without a cradle. We want
the ball in and out of their sticks as quick as possible.

Link to YouTube Video:
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Give One Get One Shooting Drill

Description: Two lines facing each other about 10 yards apart 5 yards above GLE. Both lines
have balls, the first players in line 1 has a ball the other does not. The player with the ball
passes across for a catch and shoot. The player who passed the ball will now look for a pass
across for a catch and shot.
Progression: Have the shooter Fake a shot high and shoot low.

Link to YouTube Video:
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Top Down Shooting
2

2

Restraining line

1

1

Run the drill from both sides at the same time, players work from both sides.
Ball starts at the top with player(s) 1 who Split dodges to the ally
Player (s) 2will cut to the net, stick up looking for the pass
Player(s) 1 will Feed Player(s) 2 across to the back side of the net
Player(s) 2 will catch and shoot
FocusPlayer 1 hard Split like they are trying to get to the middle
Player 2 Has stick up ready for the pass
Player 1 Strong head high pass to the shooters
Player 2 this is a catch and shoot, there should be no cradle.
RotationPlayer 1 to player 2
Player 2 to Player 1 line on the other side.

Link to YouTube Video:
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Bottoms Up Shooting
1

1

2

2
Restraining line

Run the drill from both sides at the same time, players work from both sides.
Ball starts from behind with player(s) 1 who Split dodges towards the island.
Player (s) 2will cut to the net, stick up looking for the pass
Player(s) 1 will Feed Player(s) 2 across to the back side of the net
Player(s) 2 will catch and shoot
FocusPlayer 1 hard Split like they are trying to get to the island for a shot
Player 2 Cuts after he see player 1 change direction
Player 2 Has stick up ready for the pass to the inside
Player 1 Strong head high pass to the shooters
Player 2 this is a catch and shoot, there should be no cradle.
RotationPlayer 1 to player 2
Player 2 to Player 1 line on the other side.

Link to YouTube Video:
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Smith Shooting Drill
4

3
4

1
1

3

2
2

Description: Set up a box around the goal with players at each corner. Line 1 and line 4 have
balls. Line 1 passes across to line 2, line 2 passes down to line 3. As the pass is made from line
2 to line 3, the player from line 1 cuts across looking for a pass back from line 3 and shoots. As
soon as the shot is made player 2 will cut across looking for a pass from line 4 and shoot.

Rotation:
Line 1 to line 3
Line 2 to line 4
Line 3 to line 2
Line 4 to line 1
Please watch the video it is easier than it looks on paper!!

Link to YouTube Video:
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21 Roll Back

2
3

C

Restraining line

1

This Drill simulates a 2-3-1 triangle rotation from up top.
Description: Player 1 starts with the ball, they will split dodge down the ally. Once player 1
splits player 2 clears to the crease. Player 3 Fills back up to the top. When player 1 reaches
the coach, he will roll away and pass back to player 3. Player 3 will quickly pass once more to
player 2. Player 2 will shoot.
FocusPlayer 1 hard Split like they are trying to get to a shot
Player 2 Clears through after he see player 1 change direction
Player 3 has stick up ready for the pass
Player 2 Has stick up ready for the pass
Player 1 Strong head high pass
Player 3 Strong head high pass to the shooters
Player 2 this is a catch and shoot, there should be no cradle.
This drill can be run from multiple location based on the different triangles in a 2-3-1
Link to YouTube Video:
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Hopkins Up and Over
1

2

3

Description: The ball starts behind the goal with Player 1. Player 1 split dodges up the alley
and passes to Player 2, Player 2 catches, rolls away and passes to Player 3. Player 3 then
dodges cone, defender, or coach and takes a shot on goal.
Progression(s): Vary the dodges. Use “pull-passes” instead of rolling away. Switch sides of goal
to run the drill on. Add defensive pressure to one or more players
RotationPlayer 1 to player 2
Player 2 to Player 3
Player 3 to player 1

Link to YouTube Video:
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Hopkins Over and Down
3

2

1

Objective: This drill is excellent for teaching players ball movement, positioning, and shooting.
The objective is to get the ball from a low wing area, up and across the field for a dodge to a
shot on goal.
Description: Set up (3) lines with a cone in front of each. One line will be 3 yards behind goal
line extended; one line will be directly in line at the top of the attack zone, and the other at
the top of the attack zone on the other side. The balls will be at the top corner, and that player
will dodge inside and then bounce back out before they feed across to the other top line. The
top line will catch and move the ball right away to the line at goal line extended. The 3rd line
will catch the feed, on the crease and finish across the crease with a shot.
RotationPlayer 1 to player 2
Player 2 to Player 3
Player 3 to player 1

Link to YouTube Video:
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13 Roll Back

2

3

C

1

Restraining line

Player 1 starts with the ball, they will split dodge down the ally. Once player 1 splits player 2
clears through. Player 3 drifts up to the top. When player 1 reaches the coach, he will roll
away and pass back to player 3. Player 3 will quickly pass once more to player 2. Player 2 will
shoot.
FocusPlayer 1 hard Split like they are trying to get to a shot
Player 2 Clears through after he see player 1 change direction
Player 3 has stick up ready for the pass
Player 2 Has stick up ready for the pass
Player 1 Strong head high pass
Player 3 Strong head high pass to the shooters
Player 2 this is a catch and shoot, there should be no cradle.
RotationPlayer 1 to player 2
Player 2 to Player 3
Player 3 back of the line
Run Drill in both direction
Link to YouTube Video:
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Attack Wrap

3

2

4

C

1
Drill is to be run in both directions.

Ball starts with player 1 who Jogs down the alley till the coach slides.
Player 2 and 3 Drift below GLE, Player 2 becomes the outlet for player 1
Player 4 mirrors the ball where ever it moves.
Player 1 moves the ball before the slide reaches him to player 2.
Player 2 will move the ball quickly across to player 3.
Player 3 drive to GLE and feed player 4 for a shot.
FocusDrifting players need to move to a place they can be an outlet for the ball.
Player 2 needs to move the ball in and out quickly DO NOT STOP THE BALL move it one
more.
Player 4 needs to move around to be in a good mirroring position.
RotationPlayer 1 to player 2
Player 2 to Player 3
Player 3 to Player 4
Player 4 back in line
Link to YouTube Video:
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Defensive Footwork Drills

Defensive Stance Drill
zig zag drill
Drop Step Drill
Hawk Approach Side Run Back Drill
Hawk Approach Drill
Forcing Box
Back Hip Drill
Umbrella Cone Drill
Add and Fill
Umbrella Approach Drill
Defense Footwork and Ground Ball Drill
Dodge and Sprint SAQ Drill
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Footwork Drills for Lacrosse Defensemen
Defensive Stance Drill

This is a skeleton drill, have player start and stay in a good defensive position (butt down
knees bent chest and head up with stick out in front). They go at 1/2 speed the first 3 times
through the cones to focus on maintaining that good stance while moving. They will shuffle
from cone to cone once they reach a cone they will Shuffle back. Keep them at 1/2 speed until
their footwork and stance are solid then increase speed.
Link to YouTube Video:

zig zag drill
Cones are 5yrds apart

This is a skeleton drill, have player start and stay in a good defensive position (butt down
knees bent chest and head up with stick out in front). They go at 1/2 speed the first 2 times
through the cones to focus on maintaining that good stance while moving. They will shuffle
from cone to cone once they reach a cone they will take a drop step with their inside foot then
shuffle to the next cone. Keep them at 1/2 speed until their footwork and stance are solid
then increase speed.
Link to YouTube Video:
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Footwork Drills for Lacrosse Defensemen cont.
Drop Step Drill
Cones are 5-8yrds apart

This is a skeleton drill, have the players start in a good defensive position. They will go 1/2
speed the first 2 times through the cones to focus on maintaining that good stance while
moving. They will drop step to the next cone maintaining a good toe to heel stride. (the backfoot toes should not get in front of the front foot's heel) Once they reach the first cone they
will then continue to the next one maintaining the good defensive stance. they should be
facing you throughout the drill. Keep them at 1/2 speed until their footwork and stance are
solid then increase the speed.
Link to YouTube Video:

Hawk Approch Side Run Back Drill
Cones are 5yrds apart

This is a skeleton drill, have the players start in a good defensive position. They will go 1/2
speed the first 2 times through the cones to focus on maintaining that good stance while
moving. They will approach the top cone facing it and as they get close they will shorten their
stride to 6" steps to get under control before they drop step and side run to the lower cone.
They will then approach the next top cone the same way and side run back. The approach
should be big, big(strides) little, little(strides). Keep them at 1/2 speed until their footwork
and stance are solid then increase the speed.
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Link to YouTube Video:

Footwork Drills for Lacrosse Defensemen cont. 3
Hawk Approch Drill
Cones are 5yrds apart

This is a skeleton drill, have the players start in a good defensive position. They will go 1/2
speed the first 2 times through the cones to focus on maintaining that good stance while
moving. They will approach the top cone facing it and as they get close they will shorten their
stride to 6" steps to get under control before they then back pedal to the lower cone. They
will then approach the next top cone the same way and back pedal back. The approach should
be big, big(strides) little, little(strides). Keep them at 1/2 speed until their footwork and stance
are solid then increase the speed.
Link to YouTube Video:

Forcing Box
Description: Set up several 5yd x 5yd boxes. One
player(Defender) will step into the center of the box,
while the remaining players form a single line at one of
the cones. The player in the middle must keep the first
player(dodger) in line from getting to the diagonal cone.
This drill is done without sticks.
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Back Hip Drill

1
2

3

Description: Set up an 8-10-yard triangle with cones, Defensive players have no stick. The
defender will line up facing the offensive player2-3 steps apart. The defender will roll a ball to
the offensive player, he will then take an up-field position taking away one half of the field.
The offensive player will try to get down the middle, the defender will get on their hip and
work to keep them going down the ally.
With the younger players have the defender take away the offensive players strong hand, with
the older players have the coach pick the side you are taking away.
Link to YouTube Video:
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Umbrella Cone Drill
Cones are 5yrds apart

This is a skeleton drill, have the players start in a good defensive position. They will go 1/2
speed the first 2 times through the cones to focus on maintaining that good stance while
moving. The bottom cone is the starting point and the return point. They will approach each
cone as if they were moving to be the on-ball defender. Have them focus on taking a good
curling approach to each remembering what we are trying to take away(lower cones we don't
want them to get top side, the upper cones we want to take away the middle). As they reach
the cone have them get under control BIG, BIG, LITTLE, LITTLE, then recover back to their
starting cone as if they were now the off-ball defender. They move from cone to cone until all
cones have been approached. Keep them at 1/2 speed until their footwork and stance are
solid then increase the speed.
Link to YouTube Video:
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Add and Fill Drill

2

1

Restraining line

Description: 2 lines at the top, 1 offensive and 1 defensive, 1 defender on the crease. The
defender on-ball will take his man down the alley, the crease defender will slide and move the
ball carrier out and away from the net. The original on-ball defender will fill in back to the
crease.
Run from both Sides and from multiple locations.
Progression: Add the 2nd slide in to the drill.

Link to YouTube Video:
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Umbrella Approach Drill
p2

p1
p3

p4

Description: 4 Offensive players set up as shown, 1 defensive player at the cone. Ball starts
with p1 passing to p2, the defender slides out from an off ball to an on-ball defender
protecting the middle of the field he maintains an inside position taking away the middle of
the field. The ball carrier gives 1-2 dummy dodges then passes it back to p1. the defender
then slides back to an off-ball position at the cone. head on a swivel between the ball and p3.
p1 passes to p3 and the defender slides to p3 as the on-ball defender. p3 does the same as p2
and so on till all 3 top players have been defended. after the p4 has passed it back to p1 he
will roll out a short ground ball for the defender to scoop and clear. rotate players defender to
p1, p1 to p2, p2 to p3, p3 to p4 and p4 to defender.

Link to YouTube Video:
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Defense Footwork and Ground Ball Drill
Figure 1.) Put your players in two lines, with the first two
players in each line out in front facing Coach. Start in a good,
athletic defensive body position with hands and sticks up. On
the whistle, these first two Defenders will back-peddle to stay

Figure 2.) "Backpedal. Right. Backpedal. Left." Point the
direction the "Dodger" will carry the ball. Your Defenders will
"Drop Step", opening their hips to turn and pursue, staying in
front of the Dodger going that direction. Give your Defenders 2
or 3 different directions to turn each rep.
Don't let your players cross their legs to turn. They need to be
in a strong athletic stance to be able to push the Dodgers away
from the goal.

Figure 3.) "Ball Down!" After a few seconds of footwork,
throw out a loose ball in front of one of the two Defenders.
Both Defenders should stop moving backwards and attack the
loose ball.
This is a great time to work on Defensive Communication- one
of the Defenders should call "Ball!" and the other should get
open to be his "Help!"

Figure 4.) "Scoop it and Move it!" Top college coaches
like John Danowski (Duke) will tell you to always move the
ball right away after loose balls to get it away from trouble. Get
your players in this good habit.
Blue 1 will scoop the ground ball and pass to Blue 2
immediately. Blue 2 should get to space to be open for a quick
outlet pass and get the ball back to Coach.
This is a good time for your Defenders to practice the "Roll
Away" from pressure, turning outside away from the
imaginary Attackmen to protect their sticks.
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Dodge and Sprint Drill
Each rep should take no more than 5 seconds. Keep the reps moving quickly so your players stay
active.
Figure 1.) Set cones about 10 yards apart in a diamond
shape, with one cone in the center.Put your players in two
lines across from each other. One line will be the "Offense"
(Blue 1) and the other line will be the "Defense" (Blue 2).

Figure 2.) On the whistle, Blue 1 and Blue 2 will run out to
meet each other at the center cone. Blue 1 will make a move to
one of the two cones on either side of him, left or right. This is
his "Dodge" against Blue 2. Use head and shoulder fakes to
make Blue 2 go the wrong direction.
Blue 2 has to anticipate and respond to the move Blue 1
makes and go the same direction with him.

Figure 3.) Blue 1 and Blue 2 race 5 yards to the first side Blue
1 chose. Once they get there, they will change speed and
directions and race 10 yards to the opposite cone.
Make sure your players get all the way to the line formed by
the cone. Don't let them cut corners and stop early

Figure 4.) Sprint all the way through the opposite cone. Again,
don't let your players cut corners and pull up early. Make sure
they sprint all the way through the line formed by the cone.

Link to YouTube Video:
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Ground Ball Drills

5 Yard GB
Hogan Butt to Butt
Box Out GB var2
Warrior GBs
GB Help
GB Help w/ Chaser
GB Hockey
GB Gauntlet
Hamster GB
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Simple GB Drills
5 Yard GB
3 lines, player rolls the ball out 2 yrd and runs to scoop it but stops
before they do. Check that they are in the right position, then have them
scoop correctly and run out 5 more yrd.

Hogan Butt to Butt
Ball in between the 2 players, players are back to back. On go players work to
move their opponent back and scoop the GB.

Link to YouTube Video:

Box Out GB var2
Player 1 puts the ball down. Player 2 stands behind him. Coach says go
Player 2 moves around trying to get by Player 1 and get to the ball, but
he should not actually scoop it. Player 1 must keep his hips low and
knees bent to box Player 2 out and keep him away from the ball. After 510 seconds Coach says stop. Player 2 stops. Player 1 scoops the ball,
brings the stick up to his face, turns in the correct arc, and runs far
enough away so he can throw it to Player 2.

Warrior GBs
3 lines, each line is a playing for it's self. The ball is rolled out and 3 players work
to get the GB. The winner must make a good pass to the coach. The ball is then
rerolled out and the remaining 2 players work to get the GB. The winner must
make a good pass back to the coach. The ball is then rerolled out for the last
player to scoop and pass back to coach.

Link to YouTube Video:
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GB Help

Description: 1 player at the red cones, the coach with the balls up top. Roll a ball out for the
first player to come out and scoop, as the first player is scooping the second player is cutting
away from the scooper's butt end. The scooper will curl around the cones, his help will call out
(help left) to let the scooper know where to look. The scooper will make a pass to his help.
The next two players in the line will slide up to the red cones. Once the helper has caught the
pass the next scooper will call (one more). The help will pass it to the next scooper, who will
pass it back to the coach.
Focus:
Scooper- good technique running through the ball, curling away and finding the help
quickly.
Help- cutting at full speed to get open, out in front of the scooper. Load and clear call
(help Left or right). Quickly finding 1-more pass and getting the ball out.
Drill should be run in both directions.
Progression: Have the help cut the wrong way, the scooper now needs to change hands to
make the pass
Link to YouTube Video:
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.GB Help w/ Chaser

Description: 1 player at the red cones, the coach with the balls up top. Roll a ball out for the
first player to come out and scoop, as the first player is scooping the second player is the
chaser trying to take the ball away. the third player is the help and is cutting away from the
scooper's butt end. The scooper will curl around the cones, his help will call out (help left) to
let the scooper know where to look. The scooper will make a pass to his help. The next three
players in the line will slide up to the red cones. Once the helper has caught the pass the next
scooper will call (one more). The help will pass it to the next scooper, who will pass it back to
the coach.
Focus:
Scooper- good technique running through the ball, curling away and finding the help
quickly.
Help- cutting at full speed to get open, out in front of the scooper. Load and clear call
(help Left or right). Quickly finding 1-more pass and getting the ball out.
Drill should be run in both directions.
Progression: Have the help cut the wrong way, the scooper now needs to change hands to
make the pass.
Link to YouTube Video:
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GB Hockey

40-50 yrds

Description: 2 lines 10 yards apart. Players jog down field roll GB back and forth to each other
to the far cone.
Progression: Have the players curl to the outside and practice over passes to each other
going back to the starting lines.
Link to YouTube Video:

GB Gauntlet
15-20 yards

Description: 4 players set up in a line. The Ball starts with the second player in line who rolls
it back to the first player in line. He will scoop and dodge past player 2, then dodge past player
3, then dodge player 4, Player 2 will slide down to the start line. Once player 1 gets to the end
he will roll back and pass back to the front of the line then stay as player 4. player 2 now the
first player will pass to the next player in the line who will roll it back and the drill starts again.
Link to YouTube Video:
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Hamster GB

1

2

3

Discription:
The drill is set up with two players in a straight line 10 yards apart. A third player is placed in the
middle. One of the outside players rolls the ground ball to the player in the middle. He picks up the
ground ball, immediately turns, switches hands, and fires a pass to the other outside player, who then
quickly rolls the ball back and so on. The unique twist to this drill is that the player in the middle, the
ground ball player, alternates picking up each ground ball, first right-handed and then, with the next
ground ball, left-handed.
So, the player in the middle picks up the ground ball right-handed, turns/rolls to the outside, and splits
to his left hand to throw the pass. The next ground ball he picks up left-handed, rolls outside, splits to
his right hand, passes and so on.
The drill runs about 20-30 seconds for each whistle, when the three players rotate, outside to middle,
etc. In seven or eight minutes, each player gets 50-60 ground balls and players get close to 120 or
more touches. If you divide your team into groups of three and spread them across the field, you can
accomplish a lot with touches and conditioning in a very short period of time.

Link to YouTube Video:
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Fundamentals of Goaltending
Goalie Techniques: Hand & Body Position
Goalie Techniques: Arc Play
Goalie Techniques: Saving the Ball
Goalie Techniques: Pipe Play
Goalie Techniques: Goaltending Training
Goalie Techniques: Outlets

Drills
Goalie Drill: Goalie Lead Hand Drill
Goalie Drill: Walk the Line
Goalie Drill: Tennis Ball Drill
Goalie Drill:

Off-Hip Drive Drill

Goalie Drill: Step To The Ball
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1 v 1 Drills

Navy 1 v 1
1 v 1 Spinner
GB Chaser into 1 v 1
Jumbled 1 v 1
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Navy 1 v 1

1
1

1

2

Set up - 1 offensive player and 1 defensive player at X.
Player 1 will roll the ball to player 2. While the ball is on its way the Defender sprints around
the cone to position himself to not get beat topside.
Run Drill from both side.
Progression-

Add a crease Attackman and crease defender.

RotationPlayer 1 to player 2
Player 2 to defensive line
Defender to player 1 line

Link to YouTube Video:
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1 v 1 Spinner

Needs: 2-4 cones, goal, balls,(shortie Sticks if you have them)
Direction: Players begin shoulder to shoulder. On go the defender runs around the cone closer to the goal
and the offensive player runs around the farther cone. As the offensive player comes around the cone the
coach passes him the ball. The defender takes a good defensive position and they play it out as a 1v1.
Drill can be set up to run on both sides of the coach.
Focus: For the offense it is catching and attacking the goal. For the defense it is about approach
and taking away the inside. We want the offensive player to go down the ally. No Stick checks in this drill
(if you have shortie sticks this works great because now they have to move their feet).
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Link to YouTube Video:

GB Chaser into 1 v 1

2
2

1

1

Needs: 4 cones, goal, balls,(shortie Sticks if you have them)
Direction: 2 lines, one line 3 yards farther away. Coach will roll out a ball, player 1 will charge and scoop
the ball, player 2 is the defensive chaser. Once the ball is scooped player 1 will run around the farther
cone, player 2 will run around the nearer cone. Then it is a 1v1 to the goal.
Drill Should be run from both sides.
Focus: For the offense it is scooping through the ball on the move. For the defense it is about approch and
taking away the inside. We want the offensive player to go down the ally. No Stick checks in this drill (if
you have shortie sticks this works great because now they have to move their feet).

This drill can build in to 2v1, 2v2 ect.

Link to YouTube Video:
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Jumbled 1 v 1

Description: 4 cones around the goal, each cone has a player with a ball and a defender
standing 2-3 yards off the ball carriers. On go all 4 ball carriers attack the goal in a 1 v 1
against their defender.
With 4 groups going at once there is limited space on the field, players must SEE THE WHOLE
FIELD
Progression: Turn it into a 2 v 2 By having 2 offensive players without a ball. On go all
offensive players attack the goal. You can pick pairs or let them pick on the fly who works with
who.

Link to YouTube Video:
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Pick and Roll Drills

Basic Pick Progression Setting Reps
Basic Pick Progression Roll Reps
PAPA Drill (Pass Away Pick Away)
Pass Down Pick Down
41 Dodge and Pick
Feed the Crease
Survivor
13 Pick Progression (Pick/Shot)
13 Pick Progression (Pick/Pass)
13 Pick Progressions (Pick/Slip)
13 Pick Progressions (P/S/P)
21 Pick Progression (Pick/Feed)
21 Pick Progression (Pick/Pass/Feed)
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Basic Pick Progression Setting Reps

2

1

2

1

Purpose: Teach the basics of setting and coming off a pick.
Description: Player 1 has the ball, Player 2 will run up to the inside cone and set a pick.
Player 1 will come off the pick almost touching shoulders with the picker, then shoot.
Focus:
Shooter: Allow the picker to get into position. Come off the pick hard and close to
seal the defender.
Picker: Feet are set no wider than your shoulders, stick vertical pick should be set
about 1 step away from the cone.
Picker needs to understand where their butt is facing is where the ball is headed.
Use a coach as the inside cone to help players visualize what they are trying to do.
Link to YouTube Video:
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Basic Pick Progression Roll Reps

C
2

1

2

1

Purpose: Teach the basics of rolling after setting a pick
Description: Two players facing each other, Player 1 sets a pick on player 2, then rolls with
their stick up ready for a pass. The coach passes to player 1 for a shot.
Focus: Player 1 must roll over their up field shoulder so they don't take their eyes off the ball.
Stick up ready for the pass.

Link to YouTube Video:
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PAPA Drill (Pass Away Pick Away)

3

3

1

1

2

Restraining line

2

This is an Off-Ball Pick Drill
Description: The ball starts with player 1, who passes to player 2. After the pass player 1 cuts
down and sets a pick for player 3. Player 3 comes off the pick looking for the feed from player
2. Player 3 catches and shoots.
This drill can be run from both sides and in multiple directions, the key is once you pass
move away and set a pick.
Rotation:
Player 1 to Player 3
Player 2 to player 1
Player 3 to player 2

Link to YouTube Video:
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Pass Down Pick Down
2

2

Restraining line

1

1

Needs: 1 Goal, 5 Cones, Lots of Balls
Description: 4 lines, 2 at restraining line 2 below GLE. Ball starts at the top. Player 1 jogs
outside and passes down to player 2 who is moving up. Player 1 then cuts to the inside cone
then back out to set a pick for player 2. Player 2 SHUFFLES UP staying square to the goal to
allow player 1 to get into position for the pick. Player2 will come off the pick and shoot. run
both sides at the same time.
Focus: Player 1 sets a good pick with stick upright in the middle of his body, his but facing the
direction he wants the ball to go. Player 2 will almost touch shoulders with the pick to make
sure the pick gets sealed off.
RotationPlayer 1 to player 2
Player 2 to Player 1 line on the other side.
Link to YouTube Video:
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41 Dodge and Pick
O

O
D

O

D

O
O

O

Restraining line

Description: Drill can be run from 1 of the perimeter locations or set up multiple perimeter
locations. The ball starts at 1 of the 4 points of the diamond with a dodge, the crease players
are working together setting picks to get open for shot.
Crease players location in relation to the ball.
Ball at X- Crease players play high
Ball at Top- Crease players play low
Ball at the Wing- Crease players on opposite side of the ball
Progression: Start with a pass from an adjacent point in to a dodge to force the crease players
to move with the ball.
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Link to YouTube Video:

Feed the Crease

O

O
O

D

O
D

O

Restraining line

Description: Perimeter offensive players move the ball around the outside, looking to feed
one of the crease players. Perimeter players are not allowed to shoot. Crease offensive
players work together to get open.

Progression: add additional defensive players and allow them to rotate to make sure they are
covering the ball and the crease.

Link to YouTube Video:
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Survivor
O

O

O
O

D
O
D

O

Restraining line

Description: Perimeter offensive players move the ball around the outside, looking to feed
one of the crease players. Perimeter players are not allowed to shoot. Crease offensive
players work together to get open.

Progression: add additional defensive players and allow them to rotate to make sure they are
covering the ball and the crease.

Link to YouTube Video:
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13 Pick Progression (Pick/Shot)

2

2

Restraining line

1

1

Run the drill from both sides at the same time, players work from both sides.
Description: Ball starts at the top with player(s) 1 who passes to player(s) 2. Player (s) 1 will
cut to the net, Player(s) 2 will SHUFFLE always square to the net up to set up the drive to the
net. Player(s) 1 will V cut back to set the pick, Player(s)2 will drive the net brushing the
shoulder of the pick. Player(s) 1 will roll off the pick turning towards the ball and mirror the
ball ready for the pass back, Player(s) 2 will shoot on net.
FocusPlayer 1 hard cuts after the pass
Player 2 shuffles up towards the top Square to the net.
Player 1 comes off the pick turning to face the ball.
Player 2 should give a little fake pass to freeze the defender.
RotationPlayer 1 to player 2
Player 2 to Player 1 line on the other side.
Link to YouTube Video:
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13 Pick Progression (Pick/Pass)

2

2

Restraining line

1

1

Run right into this drill out of (Pick/Shoot)

First part of this drill is the same as Pick/Shot but now we hit the pass to the pick player for a
shot.

Link to YouTube Video:
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13 Pick Progression (Pick/Slip)

2

2

Restraining line

1

1

Run right into this drill out of (Pick/Pass)

First part of this drill is the same as Pick/Shot
Player(s) 2 will now slip under the pick for a shot.
Player(s) 1 still rolls off the pick turning towards the ball and mirrors the ball.
Player(s) 2 will now pass to the pick player for a shot.

Link to YouTube Video:
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13 Pick Progression (P/S/P)

2

2

Restraining line

1

1

Run right into this drill out of (Pick/Slip)

First part of this drill is the same as Pick/Shot
Player(s) 2 will now slip under the pick.
Player(s) 1 still rolls off the pick turning towards the ball and mirrors the ball.

Link to YouTube Video:
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21 Pick Progression (Pick/Feed)

3

2

4

C

1
Drill is to be run in both directions.

Description: Ball starts with player 1 who Jogs down the alley till the coach slides. Player 2
and 3 Drift below GLE, Player 2 becomes the outlet for player 1 Player 4 mirrors the ball where
ever it moves. Player 1 moves the ball before the slide reaches him to player 2. Player 2 Starts
to attack GLE Player 3 cuts to set a pick. Player 2 cuts back down off the pick getting to the
other side of the goal to feed Player 4 for a shot. Player 3 Rolls off the pick turning toward the
ball and mirrors the ball.
FocusDrifting players need to move to a place they can be an outlet for the ball.
Player 3 rolls off the pick turning to face the ball and mirror.
Player 4 needs to move around to be in a good mirroring position.
RotationPlayer 1 to player 2
Player 2 to Player 3
Player 3 to Player 4
Player 4 back in line
Link to YouTube Video:
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21 Pick Progression (Pick/Pass/Feed)

3

2

4
C

1
Drill is to be run in both directions.

Description: Ball starts with player 1 who Jogs down the alley till the coach slides. Player 2 and
3 Drift below GLE, Player 2 becomes the outlet for player 1 Player 4 mirrors the ball where
ever it moves. Player 1 moves the ball before the slide reaches him to player 2. Player 2 Starts
to attack GLE Player 3 cuts to set a pick. Player 2 cuts back down off the pick getting to the
other side of the goal but will roll back and pass back to the pick player. Player 3 Rolls off the
pick turning toward the ball and mirrors the ball, once the pass comes move it one move to
player 4 for a shot.
FocusDrifting players need to move to a place they can be an outlet for the ball.
Player 3 rolls off the pick turning to face the ball and mirror.
Player 4 needs to move around to be in a good mirroring position.
RotationPlayer 1 to player 2
Player 2 to Player 3
Player 3 to Player 4
Player 4 back in line
Link to YouTube Video:
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Unsettled/Odd Man Drills

21 Clear
32 Clear
Full Field 43 Clear
Air Force Drill
32 Swing
1v1 GB to 3v2
3v3 Lock Down
1/2 field 3v2
Hustle Slide Drill
Apache Drill
West Genny
4x4x3 Drill
65 Build Up
43s and 54s
43 Top to Bottom
Pistol Drill
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21 Clear

Description: 3 players set up as defensemen, coach or goalie calls the clear and passes it to
one of the banana cutting players. That player makes a cross field pass to the other low
defense man then sprints back into the heart. The ball is now passed to the 3rd player who
moved up and out. the last 2 players to touch the ball now attack the goal on a 2 vs 1.
If your players can not make the cross field pass just have them make the up field pass and
then sprint in to the middle to play defense. Make the far side player who did not touch the
ball during the clear sprint up to a cone before being part of the 2 v 1
FocusThe player who makes the 1st pass needs to pass then sprint into the heart to play
Defense.
We want the players to understand urgency on offense, our number advantage won't
last in a real game.
If the Defender forces 3 passes before the shot the play is over and Defense won the
rep.
Link to YouTube Video:
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32 Clear

G

Description: 5 players set up as 3 defensemen and 2 Middies, coach or goalie calls the clear
the 2 low defensemen banana cut out, the 2 middies cut at a 45-degree angle and the crease
defenseman protects the crease. The goalie passes it to one of the banana cutting players and
calls MAYDAY. On the MAYDAY call the middies break back toward the ball and the crease
defenseman moves to space. The ball is now passed to the crease player or the ball side
middie. 3rd Player moves the ball to the top middie, the crease Defensemen and the 2
Middies now come back on a 3 on 2.
Progression: If your defensemen can or you want to work on the over pass. Once the ball is
passed out to one of the banana cutting players, have that player bring the ball up 5 yards,
then turn away from the “pressure” and make the over pass to his mirror on the other side of
the field. All other player then move to open space to support the ball.
FocusThe 2 low defensemen need to sprint into the heart.
Defenders need to talk to each other.
We want the players to understand urgency on offense, our number advantage won't
last in a real game.
Link to YouTube Video:
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Full Field 43 Clear

G
D

D

D

Set up- 3 "Middies" across the midline 3 defenders and 1 "Attackmen" at either end with
goalies. extra defenders on side line by the goals and extra "middies on the side line at midfield.
Description: Ball starts with the goalie calling a clear, the defensemen banana cut out for a
pass. They will both start up field. At a set distance they will cross field pass to their partner.
Next pass is to the "middies. These defenders slide out new ones replace them.
The
Attackmen at this end will "ride" until the ball is moved out.
Once the goalie passes out to a defenseman the middies must run back towards the
defensemen to shorten the pass. The "Middies" now attack the opposite Goal on a 4v3.

3

2

1

After the "Middies get away from the midline set 3 new middies up to go the other way.
After the shot or "to many passes" the coach throws the goalie a ball and he calls Clear the
defensemen banana cut out and we run it the other way.
Great to work your clear, get conditioning in and the kids love it!
Can be build up to 5v4 or 6v5.
4
G

Link to YouTube Video:
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Air Force Drill

G
D

D

Set Up- 2 Defenders and 2 Attackmen at each end. Middies set up for a face off. Place 2 dark
Middies on one wing and 2 light Middies on the other wing. On the whistle the 2 face-off
middies scrap for the draw. The coaches will roll a GB to the wing middies. the winner of the
GB moves in on a 3v2.
Let the players know which end they attack if they win the GB, The Face off players are done
after they win or lose the draw. Your draw players can get multiple face offs.

C

C

A

A
G

Link to YouTube Video:
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32 Swing

G

3

2

1

Set Up: Player 1,2,3 all have a ball,2 Defenders on GLE
Description: Coach calls out a player name the other 2 players drop their ball and all 3 players
run up and around their cone. They then work back to a 3 on 2.
offense has 8 to 10 count to get a shot otherwise a win for the defense.

Link to YouTube Video:
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1v1 GB to 3v2
1
1
1
1

G

3

3

2

3

2

2

Set Up-2 lines of players at the restraining line. 1 line of defenders set up any so they have to
"drop in" and 1 line of players below GLE.
First players in the top lines are in the drill and the first 2 defenders are in the drill. The line
below GLE, first 2 layers will contest the GB rolled towards the end line, winner is in the drill
and now we run 3v2 from behind the net.
The player who did not win the GB goes back into the GB line.
Rotation1 defender to line 3
1 defender back to D line
Line 3 to line 2
Line 2 to line 1
line 1 winner to D line
Drill can be run from multiple spots above and below GLE can also be made into 2v1, 4v3 and so on .

Link to YouTube Video:
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3v3 Lock Down

1

1
1

C

Set-Up: 3 offensive and 3 Defensive players near the goal
Description: The coach has the ball. The offensive players will move to get open with the
defensive players trying to shut them off.
After 20 sec or so the coach will pass to an open offensive player then it is a 3v3. Defense wins
if they force 3 passes or goalie makes the save.
This drill can be expanded to 4v4, 5v5
It can also be "Crunched by setting up a box with cones and keeping everyone inside the box.

Link to YouTube Video:
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1/2 field 3v2
1
1
1

G

1

1
1

C

Set Up-use cones to cut the field in half and shrink down the top. 3 lines of offensive players
and 2 lines of defensive players on both "Side lines"
The coach will roll a ball out into 1 of the two half fields. Players from that side line will run
out and jump into a 3v2, no more than 3 passes before the shot or whistle then out.
As soon as a goal or the play is whistled dead players must sprint off and the coach rolls
another ball out into 1 half of the field. The coach can mix it up and roll the ball into the other
side or repeat the side that just went to keep all players paying attention.

Link to YouTube Video:
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Hustle Slide Drill

2

3

C

1

Multi-level drill working offense and defense
Player 1 starts with the ball at the high wing, and a defender out on him calling "I have Ball"
Player 2 is on the crease with a defender who is the first slide. The defender calls out "I’m'
first"
Player 3 is set up on the high wing. The 3rd defender is on GLE and is 2nd slide. The defender
will call out “I’m 2nd"
Offensive Player one drives the ally and draws the slide, as the slides are happening player one
feeds player two for a quick shot on goal. After the crease shot the coach will pass to
Offensive player 3 who will attack the goal, the defender who slide to the crease must now
slide out and become the on-ball defender. The rest of the defense rotates to their new roles
and calls out. After the 2nd shot the offense sets up as defense and defense goes into the line.
FocusOffense
Moving the ball before the slide gets to you.
Crease player need to move to get open and create a scoring opportunity
Drive to the Net Hard
Defense
Communication/Communication/ Communication
Slide with a purpose.
Link to YouTube Video:
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Apache Drill

Description: Two teams of players run in a circle around the goal. When the coach calls one
of the players name, that player must run out and scoop the ball. Offense will try to score,
defense is trying to clear the ball. Each group gets 2 reps before substituting out. Keep reps
quick.
Add or Subtract players to change the level of difficulty.

Link to YouTube Video:
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West Genny

Description: The drill starts with 3 "red" players against 2 "blue" players. They play a 3v2 until
a goal or change of possession. The last "red" player to touch the ball drops out of the drill,
the remaining 2 "red" players get back to play defense. 3 new "blue" players release from
their end to attack the opposite end of the field. The play continues back and forth.
Progression: Adjust the size of the field based on player skill. This drill can be run with a
different number of players based on skill levels.
Link to YouTube Video:

4x4x3 Drill

Box

North

South

Description: Field is set up as shown and space can be adjusted based on skill level. On the
whistle, players will play a 4v4 situation to a goal or turn over. On a goal or turnover, offense
adjusts to 2nd set plays to goal or turnover. Offense then sets up in the 3rd set and plays till a
goal or turnover.
Link to YouTube Video:
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65 Build Up

Restraining line

Description: All offensive players above the restraining line, all defenders in the ally. This is a
progressive odd man attack drill. Start by rolling out a ball, 2 offensive players and 1 defender
work a 2v1, on a goal or a turnover the coach will roll out another ball, now 1 offensive and 1
defensive player are added to the mix and play a 3v2. This continues up to a 6v5.
Offensive Focus: Quick passing to take advantage of the numbers advantage and attacking
the weakness in the defense.
Setting up in the correct shape:
2v1 = keeping the defender out of the middle
3v2= 1 high 2 low triangle
4v3= box
5v4= 2 high, 2 low, 1 at X
6v5= normal offensive set
Defensive Focus: communication and rotation opposite the ball.
Setting up in the correct shape:
1v2 = splitting the pair
2v3 = An I formation
3v4 = triangle
4v5 = box
5v6 = Box and 1 with the box rotating and the 1 staying in the middle.
Link to YouTube Video:
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43s and 54s

Description: 3 attackmen and 3 defenders at one end and 3 attackmen and 4 defenders at the
other. Ball starts with the goalie with 3 and 3. The goalie makes a long clear to a middie who
has a partner. Those two attack the goal on a 5v4 till a goal or turnover. the 5v4 goalie will
then make a clear to one of his high defenders. That player takes it to the other end and starts
a 4v3 till a goal or turnover. The drill restarts with the goalie making a long clear to 2 new
middies
Offensive Focus: Quick passing to take advantage of the numbers advantage and attacking
the weakness in the defense.
Setting up in the correct shape:
4v3= box
5v4= 2 high, 2 low, 1 at X
Defensive Focus: communication and rotation opposite the ball.
Setting up in the correct shape:
2v3 = An I formation
3v4 = triangle
Please watch the video!

Link to YouTube Video:
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43 Top to Bottom

Link to YouTube Video:
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Pistol Drill

Description: 2 Offensive players and 2 defensive players set up at GLE, on go the far side
offensive player goes around the cone at x and his defender around the cone on top of the
crease. At the same time the near side offensive player goes around the high cone and his
defender around the shallower top cone. The coach passes the ball to the player at X, who
goes hard to get top side for a shot. His partner up top will mirror the ball trying to put
pressure on the defender who is covering the front of the net as first slide.

Link to YouTube Video:
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Practice planning
When we are setting up our plan there are some basic questions we need to answer. What age group am I coaching,
what skills do they have, and what skills do they need.
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Team Defense Flow Chart
The End Goal is Strong Team Defense
Team Defense

1v1

Communication

Off-Ball Defense

Position

Holds

Checks

Team

Individual

Position

Slides

Recovery

DRIL

DRIL

DRIL

DRIL

DRIL

DRIL

DRIL

DRIL

By breaking down what goes in to team defense we see what things are needed, good 1v1
skills, and communication and off ball defense. It all starts with good 1 v 1 Skills
From there we get into what skills are needed in each of these areas (1 v 1 needs Position,
Holds and Checks)
Now what Skills do our players need to work on? (Positioning for example) We pick drills that
will work on that Skill.
Some of the drills are working one specific skill and others will reinforce skills in a few areas.
Example: 1 v 1 Spinner in the beginning it can be used just to work on positioning and
individual communication, as player master those skills now we can use it to work on holds
and checks. If we progress further add a defender and an offensive player on the crease to
work on slide and recovery.
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Team Offense Flow Chart
The End Goal is Strong Team Offense
Team Offense

1v1

Communication

Off-Ball Offense

Dodges

Shooting

Passing

Team

Individual

Position

Cutting

Picking

DRIL

DRIL

DRIL

DRIL

DRIL

DRIL

DRIL

DRIL
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